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Abstract: 
This paper deals with how the ancient Greek concept of “techne” has during the modern era split up, into two
different compartments – technology and art. We rely on Heidegger’s interpretation of the historical development
of “techne” (Heidegger 1977/1953; Sköldberg 1998) into two divergent branches; one instrumentally and
technically based logic, and one that relies on a humanistic and artistically based ethos. These two branches have
diverged in most contexts in our modernist society. What was once unified has in the modern era become two
opposite sides of a dichotomy, or horns of a dilemma. Thus the concept of techne has been progressively
marginalized in modern society, both as an idea and as a socially agreed-upon phenomenon.

We claim, however, that industrial design, at its best, has succeeded in re-unifying the concept – a concept which
otherwise have become rather marginalized. Industrial design, as a profession, is a combination of art and
technique. This combination in turn relies on a humanistic dimension including empathy with the user and his/her
situation as well as consideration of what is technically possible (Monö 1997). In companies where design has
been a success factor, this reunification of art, technology, and a user approach seems to have been a core factor
for the success (Lorentz 1986; Olins 1989; Walker 1990; Heskett 2002). However, this has been theoretically
recognized neither in management theories nor in organization theories. 

This reunification of good industrial design at the same time presents something of a paradox. It constitutes the
strength of industrial design, yet it is problematic in terms of getting the necessary recognition and good working
conditions within organizations. Even though this strength is obvious to those working within the field of design,
few companies have processes that can deal with a unified, holistic approach (Jevnaker 1993; Svengren 1995;
Bruce 1998). Furthermore, since this problem is not even recognized, the forces in favor of making changes are
weak and so is the knowledge about what measures to take.  

In this paper we first place the profession of industrial design within a historical context of knowledge. We
then reflect upon the paradoxical situation; how the holistic view is both present and absent both strength and
a problem. Finally, we discuss some consequences for the relation between industrial designers and other
professions.

Introduction

This paper aims at discussing the relationship between design and the ancient concept of “techne”. The Greece
word “techne” combines what today is constructed as technique and art, two concepts usually regarded as quite
separate both in logic and outcome. Technique refers to the technological sciences where positivist knowledge,
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mathematics and physics are the foundations. Art refers to humanities, the free creation and personal spirit rather
than the objective knowledge. How come that they could once be united in one concept? After all, science and
art, abstract theorizing and humanities seem to poles apart, irreconcilable. Yet the poles have once been fused in
that mysterious capacity named techne. 

In ancient Greek, techne denoted what we today might call “handicraft”, making potteries, sculptures, utilities
and art was one concept since it needed – and needs – both skills and artistic talents. When the industrial era
emerged the concept came to be divided into technique, which refers to the engineering skills that have drifted
away more and more from what is inherent in the concept of art. Art, on the other hand, has become quite
separated from the technical development, referring more and more to pure artistry (Heidegger 1977/1953).  

Placing industrial design within art or technique, however, is an almost impossible task. Industrial design is a
combination of both, and it is this combination that is the core of the profession. An industrial designer always
takes the beauty of forms into consideration. But he or she never does so regardless of function and the
production process, thereby distinguishing themselves clearly from “pure art” and artists. Art, for an industrial
designer, is a source of inspiration. But how to produce the artifact in the best way and what material to choose
in order to get best technical quality and function is always a consideration taken into account. Industrial design,
is always working with the technically advanced possibilities at hand, but is at the same time a matter of
expressing form and beauty. It is neither pure art nor pure technique, but rather both. Therefore, industrial design,
in this context, can be defined more as a question of techne than of technique.

The concept of wisdom is both different and more inclusive than that of knowledge. The concept of wisdom is
seldom used in the modern scientific project, since in the modernist (positivist) discourse wisdom is related to
what is outside science. However, in this paper, we claim that wisdom, as well as techne, needs to be taken back
into the scientific realm. We also claim that the character of industrial designer’s competence better can be related
to the concept of wisdom than that of knowledge – or that industrial design at best incorporates the aspect of
wisdom.  

In this paper we start with a discussion of different kinds of knowledge in the ancient Greece. Thereafter we
discuss the concept of techne; how it unifies the concept of art and technique in the ancient Greece and how it
has diverged into two separate branches in the modern world. Then comes an analysis of the place of art versus
technology in the modern world. In this context we describe and discuss the profession of industrial design and
how it relates to – and is caught in between - art and techne. Here we claim that it relates better to the old Greece
concept of techne than the modern instrumentalist concept of technique. We finally discuss negative as well as
positive aspects of this balancing artistry between – or in combination of - art and technology.

Different kinds of knowledge in the ancient Greece 

The Greek concepts of knowledge were rather different than the present ones. Aristoteles, the great synthesizer,
tried to critically systematize them. Roughly speaking, he distinguished between three different competencies
related to and interacting with three different practices of knowledge (Ramirez 1988). It is important to keep in
mind the emphasis on the latter — on practices as an integral part of knowledge. This meant that knowledge
was looked upon, not as ready-made result but as activity, as living process. It also meant that knowledge was
developed through an ongoing, never-ending interactive process between practice and competence.

In the first cognitive pair, episteme was the competence that consisted in creating knowledge with no ulterior
motives, knowledge for its own sake, i.e. pure disinterested knowledge. To this competence of episteme
corresponded the practice of theoria. Theoria both presupposed episteme and through its exertion developed it.
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This was the form of knowledge best exemplified by the philosopher who ponder things in order to reach the
truth without side-glances to practical utility, the power that be, or worldly interests. Etymologically theoria has
to do with gazing, and in the ancient world, the concept kept the associations to a sort of intuitive and
penetrating gazing at things, looking for the general laws or inner essence. However, because of its relation to
the gazing activity, theoria never became an abstract, desiccated formalism, devoid of intuitive content.  

But there was also another form of knowledge, namely techne and poiesis. Techne was the competence and
capacity of productively bringing things forth. To this creative competence corresponded poiesis, the very process
of bringing things forth. The artisan exemplifies this form of knowledge. We shall not go into it any deeper in
this section since we shall delve into it in the next section. 

There was, however, also a third kind of knowledge, represented by phronesis and praxis. By phronesis was
meant the capacity or competence of practical wisdom (Aristotle 1984) and by praxis the process of realizing this
competence in action. Phronesis and praxis both presuppose and influence each other. This is a kind of ethical
judgment that is crucial to man as a social being. Phronesis can also be described as the capacity to make ethical
judgments, and praxis is the process through which this capacity is expressed in action. Through the circular
interaction of phronesis and praxis, both are successively built up and developed, as key elements of societal life.
This form of knowledge is incarnated in the good social citizen.

The Greece concept of techne - a unification of technique and art 

The word “technology” etymologically derives from the Greek “techne”. Originally, the competence that was
called “techne” corresponded to the practice of “poiesis”, where poiesis was the productive bringing-forth of
things. (Heidegger 1977/1953; Plato 1998). Techne in ancient Greece included two aspects which were then
inextricably merged: craftsmanship and art. Craftsmen – potters, blacksmiths, stonemasons, carpenters, and
goldsmiths – reached artistic heights perhaps unsurpassed in human history. The temple at Acropolis, for instance,
still bears witness of the splendors attained by this extremely creative milieu. Yet in ancient Greece, the idea of
an aesthetic production was never separated out from the handiwork of skilled artisans. The fusion of art and
craftsmanship together worked as a kind of paradox, driving the development to greater and greater peaks
around a kind of mystery, or sacredness. 

With Alexander’s conquest of Greece and the ensuing Hellenistic period, the creativity declined more and more
into pleasant or charming delightfulness. The Roman period saw a fascination with everything Greek and a
concomitant tendency to copy the Greek attainments. The Christian era meant a radical break with what had
gone before. Now came an extreme preoccupation with the soul at the expense of body and mind, and a
rejection of all artistic production that lead away from the contemplation of the human condition of Fall into sin,
and hence did not contribute to the salvation of the soul. Only with the coming of the Renaissance did a similar
fusion of craftsmanship and artistry emerge once again as it had in ancient Greek. Once again skilled artisans
worked in a kind of magic milieu of cohesion and mutual encouragement, support and competition that enabled
them to create work of stunning beauty. This was, as (Toulmin 1990) has named it, the first enlightenment. It was
superseded by the second enlightenment – the rise of the new natural sciences, especially physics. 

Modern technology as such did not emerge as a major force until the end of the 18th century. However, the
second enlightenment in the 17th century produced the kind of thinking that was essential for modern
technology – its very “essence” according to (Heidegger 1977/1953) abstract, representational thinking; the
modern conception of causality; the very idea of viewing everything as a store of energy to be used. Techne as
reduced to technology now blocks poiesis, hinders its revealing power. According to (Heidegger 1977/1953) this
is the supreme danger for mankind, because once man sees everything as resources to be used as a means to an
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end, sooner or later man himself will as an ultimate consequence become nothing but a reserve of energy, to be
worked until depletion. We can see the first evidences of such a development in Auschwitz and Gulag, but there
is perhaps also the question where distributed, networked artificial intelligence will stand with relation to
humankind (Warwick 1998). Heidegger saw in high art the salvation from the extreme danger of modern
technology, and insofar design may have a crucial role in the industrial civilization, combining anew the forces of
craftsmanship and art in a third wave of “techne”. 

The character of technical knowledge in modernity 

According to (Heidegger 1977/1953), modern technology essentially means an abstract, disenchanted, and
decontextualized thinking of the world, in which every single being – including, in the final analysis, man — is
seen and treated as a calculable resource to be used for exterior purposes. The process of textualization is an ever
increasing trend towards a special kind of representation of the world, and it has reached its acme in the present
age of information technology (Zuboff 1984).

According to (Kallinikos 1996), ”Technology is representation.” This means that we have put a digitalized
”screen” of representation between what is represented and ourselves. The ”beauty and mystery” is lost, and
what remains is a formalized symbolism of reality, consisting of alphanumerical signs. Letters and numbers are
combined to shape indicators, formulae and models — in order to calculate manipulable resources for the benefit
of the user. Thus, art and technology definitely part company, technology taking the way of signifying abstraction.

But even more: machines, signs and numbers have their ”machinations”: they tend to get the upper hand,
drawing people, organization, and other agents into their sphere, subordinating them in giving them meaning.
Machines become signifiers, substituting a bleak and content-less rationality for the magic of existence. Signs and
networks of signs give the orders to producers as well as consumers, successively drawing them into their sphere
and subordinating them as members of an automatized realm, devoid of aesthetic or ethic considerations, other
than that of bleak economizing.

On the transparent rationality of information technology, reality is digitally decoded and revealed; yet it is a sterile
and barren reality, void of  ”sound and fury”. Art, on the other hand, tends to become more and more
experimental for the sake of experiment, turning in on itself in an ever-increasing spiral of esthetical self-reflection.

The character of art in modernity and postmodernity

Building upon (Heidegger 1977/1953), we claim that it is only in modernity, in the era dominated by the
technological thinking described above, that art - or the esthetic dimension on artifacts - has been separated from
other aspects. Therefore modernity has a very specific and split view upon technology and art. 

Bourdieu (Bourdieu 1993) in a similar but yet very different way, argue that in modernity there exist two dominant
groups related to different values and lifestyles – or different habitus – and who relate to power in different ways.
One group, the less powerful in modernity, is those with cultural power and values to which artists and academics
are part. The other group, the dominant group, is the one related to business, finance and technology and where
the power is not of cultural kind but of financial art. Money is what is looked for and technology is a mean for
earning them. The logic is similar to the technological one that is described earlier.

Both of them – as well as many of their followers – characterize modernity as a deep split between on one hand
culture and/or art and on the other hand technology and/or business. However, it is doubtful whether we still are
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in a society of high modernity or whether we have already left if for post-modernity. Most writer characterize the
time around the second millenium as either “late modernity” or “postmodernity”, which may amount to the
same thing (Lyotard 1984/1979). 

There are signs that what can be characterized as typical modernity is under reconstruction or collapse. Stenström
(Stenström 2000), in her book about the relation between art and business says that late modernity or
postmodernity seems to be characterized by a slow collapse of the separation that characterized the modernity.
Leaders within art, music, theatre etc. become more and more business like and within business more and more
leaders look at art for inspiration. Such a de-differentiation is also what we are concerned with in the present
paper.

Industrial design in the modern era – trying to combine
the separated art and technology  

Industrial designers are, as is obvious from the very labelling, a product of industrialisation and thereby of
modernity. However, if modernity as a whole is characterised by a split between art and industry, or between the
financial capital and the cultural capital as (Bourdieu 1993) probably would say, industrial design and design
management has a special link to both of them. The very profession of design managers is to be a bridge between
these different worlds, where the difference is clearly noticed.

The very first industrial designers could be found in mid 18th century, i.e. in the beginning of the industrialization.
If we look at for instance a company like Wedgwood in the UK. – one of the more successful English companies
for producing house utilities – they commissioned artists from London for developing new patterns for potters,
vases, etc. But more importantly for the development of the design profession, Wedgwood established modelers
in his factory to draw instructions for the manufacturing of his products. These modelers became very important
– and highly paid – because the manufacturing process had been divided into so many specialized tasks that no
single person had any control of the total quality of the goods. Another reason for the importance of the
modelers was that the manufactured products had to look exactly the same as the models in catalogues and show
rooms. These modelers can be seen as forerunners to the modern industrial designers. 

The modern industrial designer emerged as a profession in the late 19th century when the industrialisation took
off, also as a result of technical inventions such as electricity, photography and radio communication. This
inventions created a need for designing a whole range of new product categories, e.g radios, vacuum cleaners,
etc, products with no history. The design of these products needed a technical understanding but also a new
design language. The task of the designers was to develop a new design language and to find reference to
something people could understand and relate to. In this task the artistic skills becomes important. 

In the beginning of modernity many artists and architects were quite reluctant to work for the industry, concerned
about the low aesthetic quality of industrially produced goods. This was however, not only a concern for artists
and architects. Also some industrialists had an interest in developing products with good quality, also aesthetically,
not the least to be competitive on an international market that grew in importance. 

Around the turn of the 19th to the 20th century, a new generation of architects and artists came to develop new
aesthetic ideals related to mass-manufactured goods. The ideals were not only aesthetically but grounded in a
social and democratic ideology and related to a heroization of both modernity and its technology – the two
inseparable dimensions. The vision of the “Modern Movement” was to transform human consciousness and
improve the material conditions for people. This vision was manifested in objects, buildings and marketed
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through exhibitions. Although designers – in professions like architects and artists – were engaged in this
development – it was mainly technology that was seen as a mean for realization of  “the good world for
everyone”, as it would enable more people to buy products with a good quality. 

In countries like the UK, Germany and Austria, both industrialists and designers saw a need to support the
integration of design into the industrial processes. Hence, we can see how institutions like Wiener Werkstätte and
Deutsche Werkbund were founded in the beginning of the 20th. These organizations among other things acted
as brokers between the designers and the industry, trying to convince industry to engage good artists for mass
production of consumer products. One case of the integration of design and industry that is often mentioned in
the design literature (c.f Sparke 1986; Olins 1989; Heskett 2002), is the collaboration between AEG and the
architect/designer Peter Behrens, who is often called the first industrial “design manager”. Behrens was
responsible for the design of AEG’s factories, products and communication. 

The design school Bauhaus in Germany is another concrete result of this Modern Movement and the collaboration
of the industrialists and artists in Deutsche Werkbund. The ideas of this ‘Movement’ are reflected aesthetically in
functionalism a style that emerged at Bauhaus. This style, that would conquer the industrial world during the 20th

century, refused decorations without any purpose, honesty to the material, and simplicity in its pure sense. This
style was of course easier to mass-manufacture, which of course was its basic idea, as it should bring a high
quality also in terms of aesthetics that could be afforded by low-income people. This was a style that easy fitted
the technical development and hence the engineers. The style that was regarded as “Modern” could thus be
easily encompassed by the industry, but not necessarily with the contribution of the designers. 

Very few companies developed an organisation with the collaboration between top management and a design
managers that we saw in AEG, and later on in Olivetti, IBM and Braun. Hence, although very successful for these
companies – and despite the leading role of these companies in their industries – these collaborations did not
enter into any management theories. They remained “anecdotes” in the design literature. 

The term “industrial designer” was however not a common term until the 1920s in the US and after WWII in
Europe. In the US, consultants who called themselves “industrial designers” emerged in the 1920s (with, for
instance, Raymond Loewy, Norman Bel Geddes and Walter Dorwin Teague as some of the entrepreneurs). These
industrial designers had a different background compared to the European designers. In Europe, the designers
either had a background as craftspeople, artists and architects, or they were engineers with an artistic talent. They
all shared an interest in aesthetics and technique. Their American counterparts mainly came from advertising or
theatre and as a result took on a different working style as well as another relation to industry.

The historical development of the industrial design profession

The development of the industrial design in Europe after WWII was slow and the industrial design community in
most European countries remained very small, with very small companies, often one or two persons forming one
company. Today there are a few larger companies, like Ideo Design with around 350 people employed, but in
most countries industrial design companies are still small. The largest Swedish industrial design company today
consists of 30 people with a mixture of disciplines: engineers, industrial designers, modelers and administrators. 

Some larger, technical intensive companies, even Business to Business companies started to build industrial design
department in the 1960s. In the recession in the 1970s many of these departments were outsourced. In the car
industry a “design department” is self evident regardless of economic cycles. Based on a tradition that goes back
to General Motors in the 1930s these departments are called “styling departments”, thereby differentiating from
engineering design departments, which are based on technical development and run by engineers. 
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It is not the purpose of this paper whether to discuss or to describe the educational system of industrial design,
but some words have to be mentioned as it has a bearing on the knowledge of industrial design in relation to
technology and art. Parallel to the development of the industrial design consultant in the 1950s – then with a
background in a craftsmanship, or as an engineer – an education for industrial design were established in the
1970’s in many European countries. This education was placed either at art schools or schools of architecture.
Although the educational systems differ, industrial designers have some sort of a common schedule, which makes
them understandable of technology and skilled at artistic tools, such as modelling and sketching. The skill of
ergonomics and other subjects vary of course. In the Scandinavian countries the functional analysis and
ergonomics are traditionally part of their schemes. Another common thread in the educational system of
industrial design is the lack of any scientific research agenda. Only the recent years some countries, for instance
the UK and Finland, have developed a doctoral degree in industrial design. This means that industrial design is –
not only – but mainly a practical education based on craftsmanship and artistic skills. This also means that there
is a widespread unwillingness from designers to write about there work. As a consequence there is no influence
from design to other related areas in the academic system, for instance technology. 

This also means, among other things, that the influence of design, and the integration of design, in the larger
enterprises have been very limited. Most industrial design companies being quite small had also limited experience
in working with global projects and large organizations. In this sense industrial design has been marginalized in
the industrial context. 

As long as industry could compete with a functional quality, based on technical development, they could ignore
the struggle from design institutions and the industrial design community remained small. It was not until late
1980s and 1990s that industries, especially those with technical consumer goods, saw a need for differentiation
through design and the interest in industrial design arose. But few companies within these industries had
knowledge of design and hence limited skills in buying and working with design and designers. A common view
on what design is based on its background in art schools and their use of artistic means, is that they are – artists. 

In our view – grounded on academic reading as well as empirical contacts with the industrial designers – the work
of industrial designers can be described in terms of two different relations, where industrial designers both differ
and relate to artists as well as technicians. 

Firstly, industrial design, as a profession, is characterized by the context in which they work, i.e. the industrial, mass-
manufacturing sector. This means that the industrial designer has to consider the objectives of their client, its
strategies, target groups and economic constraints. The industrial designer is (mostly) an anonymous actor in a large
team. The result of the design process is a product that is going to be used by someone who has (personally) not
been involved in the design process. The skills of the industrial designer therefore have to encompass a multitude of
dimensions and tools. The industrial designer needs to understand technology its possibilities and constraints, social
trends and the situation of the user, the visions of the client’s strategies and reflect this with the artistic tools of
sketching and modeling. In this sense the industrial designer is balancing between being a technician and an artist. 

Secondly, industrial design is a result of the industrialization of the society whose growth is based on
technological inventions and innovation. In this sense the industrial designers is strongly related to technology.
This is also reflected in that fact the typical objects industrial designers work with have a technical content, which
is an aspect that differentiates industrial designers from other designers, for instance furniture designers, fashion
designers, etc. At the same time all these different design disciplines share the method of the design process –
the artistic skills – and the aesthetic perspective on the objects. 

Drawing from our experience when studying designers it has been one conclusion that industrial designers have
often tried to emphasize their technical and ergonomic skills, taking the aesthetic approach for granted. But
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industrial designers do not belong to and do not refer themselves to the world of technology. The aesthetics in
the design process is self-evident; it is in the heart of the design process, but for very different reasons compared
to the aesthetics of an artist. Hence the industrial designers do not belong to or refer to the world of artist. And
at the same time they belong to both. 

The recent generation of industrial designers however, has to deal with what the society that is sometime referred
to as a postmodern society. 

Postmodernism and design

The change of competitive environment in the 1980s is reflected in the development of postmodernism in design.
In the introduction to the book Modernism in Design, Paul Greenhalgh writes about the problem of defining
modernism in the realm of design (Greenhalgh 1990):

”For the greater part of this century, the word ’modern’ has been relatively unproblematic with
regard to design. It has meant whatever one wanted it to mean. It could be applied to any designed
object, more or less, given the appropriate context and, accordingly, it could be construed as an
insult or a compliment. …
The advent of the Post-modern has changed all that. With its implication that something has
happened, i.e., ‘Modernism’, which it, ‘Post-modernism’, has gone beyond. In this context ‘Modern’
no longer means ‘contemporary’, ‘now’, ‘the latest fashion’, as one cannot have a ‘post-now’, but
rather it implies specific methodologies and belief systems which are perceivably redundant.” 

Greenhalgh holds that post-modernism is both the practical and the theoretical result of the collapse of what
could be referred to as ‘Modern Movement’. We see the emergence of an aesthetically driven consumer society
(Brown 1995; Schroeder 2002) and this has of course also affected the emphasis in the design process. The
aesthetic dimension is emphasized and both the technique and the ergonomics are taken for granted. We can,
however, see that still many industrial companies do not have the mental preparation to organize and hence
incorporate industrial design in the sense that it would integrate technology and art. 

“Caught in between” as a an asset and a problem 

To be an industrial designer can, as described above, be understood as having one foot in technology and the
other in art and the humanities. As we saw above, this was less of a problem in ancient days. Rather, such
unification was, at that time, taken for granted. There existed no split between the two; technology and art were
united in such a way that they almost could not be separated. 

Today the situation is rather the opposite. Technology and art in the modern world belong to two different world
spheres with different ways of making sense of and constructing the world and different ways of justification, with a
separation that is now more or less taken for granted. This separation is not only one of different degree of knowledge,
but of different kind of knowledge, which makes the difference almost paradigmatic. Having one leg in one of the
worlds and another leg in the other, from the rational point of view, therefore, seems to be almost impossible. Different
paradigms do not argue the same way, or even construct reality the same way and therefore are not commensurable,
which means that communication between them in the same language and logic is excluded (Kuhn 1970). 

However, though art and technology cannot rationally blend together into one single logic, obviously they do
blend in the practical profession of industrial design, in the praxis of industrial design. Since all technical products
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and all artifacts have a form, artifacts can always be regarded not only from technical or technological
perspective, but also from functional and esthetical perspective. Design as a matter of giving the intended form,
function, smell, feeling etc. can, therefore, always be taken into consideration in the production of an artifact.
The “can” however, is a possibility, and not a necessity. There is, in the age of modernity, also a possibility of
producing artifacts purely within the technological paradigm described above, thereby reducing the artifacts to
something devoid of aesthetical dimensions and thoughts. 

Industrial design as a non-reductionist approach to technology

Being an industrial designer is, however, to work with esthetical and functional dimensions within the realm of
technological possibilities. Industrial design devoid of the aesthetic dimension is no longer industrial design. The
same holds for industrial design without consideration to the technology and production process: that is no
longer industrial design but rather WHAT?. The importance and strength of industrial design lies in bringing these
worlds together; in that it works with both the industrial production process, the artistic side, and the user of the
product. One of the main features of industrial design is the creative combination of different logics and
rationales; the merging not only of form and function but also of production process and user values.

Industrial design, therefore, is not just a matter of making artifacts and giving forms – though it is of course that
as well – but rather an approach or a method of bringing aesthetical and functional perspectives into the
process. It is a kind of creative combination of different rationales, being able to answer in a legitimate way
different discourses and logics, thereby being forced to come up with new and creative combinations of them.

The asymmetry of the communication and argumentation 

From the point of view of the Modern technology paradigm, there would seem to be need for arguments as to
why the new dimensions should be taken into consideration. Function and aesthetics is something to be added,
and either an economic or a technical argument is needed for doing so.  

Such arguments do indeed exist; we have even given some of them ourselves. Svengren (1995) has provided a
number of such arguments on a strategic and economic level. Also, in our research about the communication
between industrial designers, engineers and marketers  (Johansson 2002) we have found arguments on a more
practical level (for instance that industrial designers help making ideas more concrete and therefore transform the
decision process in product development). However, that is not the point we want to raise. 

Rather, what interests us is that while aesthetics from a technological perspective is something to be added, it is
the opposite from an aesthetic perspective. For a person with an aesthetic and humanistic ground, it rather seems
odd to leave out this dimension, since it is – from such a perspective –present in every artifact.

The need of a creative and boundary transcending dialogue
– and the difficulties of having such

The concrete consequence of the asymmetry referred to above is a similar asymmetry in the communication
process, which therefore needs extraordinary communication skills of the industrial engineer and/or an
extraordinary willingness and interest from habitants of the technological world. This is also what Svengren (1995)
hints at when she remarks that companies that has been successful in their design strategy most often are headed
by CEOs or other top managers who have already had a specific design-interest and thereby have emancipated
themselves from the modern, reductive technology perspective.
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Often designers request a better dialogue between designers and engineers. However, from the perspective
constructed above, it is not merely a matter of willingness to an open dialogue, since the dialogue is held between
different worlds and worldviews with different logics and rationales. Therefore, if to the boundaries are to be
transcended, new logics have to be welcomed and incorporated within the technological perspective.

The concrete consequence of asymmetry above probably is a similar asymmetry in the communication process,
which therefor needs extraordinary communication skills of the industrial engineer and/or an extraordinary
willingness and interest from habitants of the technological world. This is also what Svengren (1995) hint towards
in her book and cases when she remarks that companies that has been successful in their design strategy most
often seems to have had CEO:s or top managers that have already had a specific design-interest and thereby
already deliberated themselves from the modern reduced technology perspective.

Often designers request a better dialogue between designers and engineers. However, from the perspective
constructed above it is not a matter just of willingness to an open dialogue, since it is a dialogue between
different worlds and worldviews with different logic. Therefor, if to transcend the boundaries, new logic have to
be welcomed and incorporated within the technological perspective.

Closing reflections

Though it is a common experience that industrial designers are good in making ideas concrete and that they are
needed in the industrial production process, it is also common knowledge that other groups have difficulties to
see the need of them. From what has been said above, this conflict almost appears self-evident. The modern split
between engineers and industrial designers or between art and business, therefore, appears not to be a small
ditch simply to jump over. Rather, it seems to bee of such a magnitude that it is doubtful whether it is even worth
trying to overcome it – at least if the contextual prerequisites are of the modernist character described above.
However, modernism is in its final phase – whether it be called late modernism or postmodernism –– a phase in
which long suppressed phenomena like undecidability, paradox and dedifferentiation reclaim the scene, making
a rapprochement between previously alienated groups less improbable. In this present era, fresh relationships
between art and business seem to occur thawing prior frozen dichotomies. For industrial designers, this means
that there is a new, yet at the same time very ancient, place in which to find themselves at home – a place
inscribed in the maps that once again are being drawn and created in the relations of techne between art and
business/technology.
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